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The foundation of destiny

Please click on the “play” button to see the Foundation’s message on film, courtesy of global brand specialists, VWV. Kindly
share this with friends who might benefit from our news of practical South African pride.

Chairman’s New Year message: “Your Foundation’s call in 2015”
Herman Mashaba on what needs doing this year to take the Foundation’s full suite of
developmental services to everywhere they’re needed – and on being realistic about what
this means…
Read more

“Form up, sharpen up, march to success”
CEO Nicky du Plessis announces a countrywide and highly consequential operations
review. This will culminate in long-term organisational changes and strategy upgrades…
Read more

Excellence in NPC governance
The Field Band Foundation is one of the few non-profit companies in SA to consistently obtain
unqualified annual financial audits, always from a global “Big 5” auditing house. A multiplicity
of supporter relationships is rigorously managed to ensure the efficient use of resources,
transparent accountability, and appropriate brand alignment to mutual benefit.
Each partnership includes comprehensive, bespoke reporting, while full public annual reporting
goes beyond statutory obligations to embrace relevant IFRS standards, along with guidelines of the
Institute of Directors’ third report on corporate governance in South Africa (“King 3”).
To examine the Foundation’s oversights, stakeholder relationship management, governing bodies, and measured impact, read
our current Report to Society (including full audited financial statements) here…

Blast from the past
If you’ll excuse the somewhat poor sound quality of this clip kindly sent in by an audience
member, then treat yourself to the short FBF performance that wowed the 2009 National
Tattoo. Click here...

The big sound you love!
Click here for free Field Band music downloads…

New focus, new platforms
We start this year of modernising the Foundation’s approach and operations with a new website that makes it easier to
keep track of our work. You’ll find it cleaner, simpler in focus, efficient in easy access to the info you need.
“FBF Online” will be your hub of current news and ideas, a base for efficient FBF multi-media, including often-changing
Facebook and Twitter platforms.
Details of relevant FBF social media sites are found in this e-zine, and you may
enjoy your new Foundation website, brought to you thanks to a generous web
design sponsorship from the diamond people of De Beers, at www.fieldband.org.za

Say what?
Keep in touch with your Foundation Family by:
• emailing us on info@fieldband.org.za
• calling on +27 (0) 11 234 9040
• writing to P O Box 5596, Rivonia, Johannesburg 2128
• visiting online at www.fieldband.org.za
• keeping pace on Facebook and Twitter (@fieldband_sa)
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